Meetings & Events

Meetings & Events
Welcome to The Exchange Hotel, the most iconic and historic building in
Cardiff.
The timeless grandeur of the Grand Bassey Hall is nothing short of
spectacular and the perfect venue to host your wedding, board meeting,
corporate event or lavish party.
With its rich heritage, incredible architecture and glamorous history, The
Exchange Hotel is set to be the most breathtaking hotel in the city with The
Grand Bassey Hall taking centre stage as the most diverse venue space.
The hotel is situated within the Cardiff Bay area of the city, making it easily
accessible for those in the city centre, surrounding regions and the rest of
the UK with transport links by road, rail and air all within easy reach.

Our Spaces
The Exchange Hotel is the most magnificent building which has been
lovingly restored to its former glory. We’ve taken great care to preserve this
grand building so it can become a landmark one again.
The Grand Bassey Hall, which was once the central hub of all coal activity
has been returned to its former glory and is now the perfect events venue
for up to 350 guests.
Whether it be a corporate or social event, our experienced and talented
events team are here to cater to your every need to ensure your event is
one you’ll never forget.

The Exchange Grand Hall
The grandeur of this magnificent and historic hall ensures it is the perfect
backdrop for your business event.
Located in a key location within Cardiff’s stunning Bay area and with room
for up to 350 guests, the Grand Hall at The Exchange Hotel has yet again
taken centre stage as the most diverse venue space in the city.
With excellent transport links, professional facilities and dedicated
event coordinator to help you along the way, we have all you need for a
memorable business event.

Introductory Package - £25 per person
• Complimentary tea & coffee upon arrival
• Mid-morning tea and coffee for all guests
• Freshly prepared two-course working buffet lunch
• Afternoon tea and coffee for all guests
• Use of a flipchart, Screen & LCD Projector for all your event needs
• Fresh supply of chilled water throughout your event at The Exchange
Hotel
• Complimentary supply of paper & pens
• Free high-speed Wi-Fi, perfect for corporate events
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Suites & Rooms
Every suite at The Exchange Hotel is individually designed with
luxury in mind.
Pairing classic style with a modern touch, each room is oozing with
tales of yesteryear ensuring that your stay at The Exchange Hotel is
nothing short of memorable.
Explore the hidden history within your room as each suite gracefully
offers a unique connection to the historic Coal Exchange which
served as the heart of the coaling industry for generations.
With plush furnishings and fantastic facilities throughout, take a
look at our different room options below to find one which perfectly
suits your needs.

Culley’s takes you on a culinary journey like no other.
Surrounded by the history of the Coal Exchange, Culley’s celebrates
the forgotten history of this remarkable building and pairs it with an
eclectic offering of fine, local dishes.
Culley’s is inspired by R.P Culley; the local philanthropist who held
the catering contract for The Exchange Restaurant, which was
situated in the basement of this grand building. Culley made Cardiff
and The Exchange his home where he soon became quite the
celebrity, frequently gracing the pages of the local paper after wining
and dining the money men of the day.
Like Culley, we are proud of the Exchange and want to share our
passion for local heritage with our guests. Sourcing local produce
is of the utmost importance and working with the finest suppliers
helps to shape and influence our carefully crafted menus. Our
menus change with the seasons and reflect our local surroundings
including the neighbouring Valley’s and Bay.
Whether you’re coming for a romantic meal for two, a catch up with
friends over afternoon tea or looking for a private dining experience;
Culley’s at The Exchange Hotel has all you need.

Location & Contact
0151 626 0166
sales@exchangehotelcardiff.co.uk
The Exchange Building, Mount Stuart Square, Cardiff, CF10 5FQ

By Car
If you’re travelling to The Exchange Hotel by car, please use the postcode CF10 5FQ
in your Sat Nav.
The Exchange Hotel can be accessed via the M4 and either taking the A48, A470 or
A4232 where you should follow signs towards Cardiff Bay.
The Exchange Hotel is located within Mount Stewart Square just off of the A4119,
James Street.
The Exchange Hotel is surrounded by street parking on Mount Stuart Square with a
number of car parks in the surrounding area.

By Rail
The Exchange Hotel is within close proximity to Cardiff’s Central Station.
Cardiff Central Station provides trains to destinations throughout Wales and direct
trains to other major UK cities including Manchester, London and Birmingham.
From Cardiff Central Station, it is a 20-minute walk or short taxi ride to The
Exchange Hotel.
Cardiff Queen Street station is a 30-minute walk or 10-minute drive from The
Exchange Hotel, this station serves local destinations such as Penarth, Barry Island
and Treherbert.

By Rail
Cardiff Airport is located in Rhoose, Vale of Glamorgan which is a 30-minute drive
from The Exchange Hotel. The airport serves both international and domestic
flights.
There is a local shuttle bus operated by Arriva Trains Wales which provides regular
services to Cardiff Central Station.
The Cardiff Airport Express runs directly from Cardiff Airport to Cardiff City centre
and the T9 service runs on a 20-minute schedule.

